
 
 

Umphrey’s McGee Press Quotes 
 
"Umphrey's McGee stand revealed as consummate musical alchemists, deftly 
reconfiguring sounds from rock's vast panoply of styles...." 
        - Entertainment Weekly 
 
"Umphrey’s McGee are quite simply occupying a musical space where few dare to 
tread...” - PopMatters 
 
"Umphrey’s McGee may be known for their improv-heavy live performances but that may 
change if they keep putting out genre-defying albums...” - Relix 
  
“Chicago six-piece Umphrey's McGee is the superclean Lego architects of improvised 
rock. Impeccable playing and pristine arrangements often birthed on the fly are the 
signature moves...”  - Village Voice 
 
“As the record business continues to struggle, bands like Umphrey’s McGee are 
expanding the notion of what a rock band can offer...” - Time.com  
 
“I heard rock 'n' roll's future, and its name is Headphones & Snowcones.” 
       - Chicago Tribune 
 
"The Chicago sextet solidifies itself as one of the most talented experimental rock 
acts...a prog-rock powerhouse." - Denver Post  
 
" ...an exercise in rhythm that embraces a harder, experimental rock edge with some fat-
bottom funk." - Los Angeles Times  
 
“Without a doubt one of the most inventive and mercurial bands of the last decade.”  
       - CBS Radio 
  
 "[Umphrey's} has established themselves as an innovative and highly accomplished 
group of virtuoso performers capable of playing pretty much almost any style of music."  
       - WXPN  
 
“...the kind of details that can make my night: the union of David Gilmour's stiletto-treble 
poise and Eddie Van Halen's torrential shredding in Cinninger's exuberant, extended 
breaks...” - Rolling Stone.com  
 
"...a band whose abilities have caught up to its high ambitions." 
       - Sound and Vision 
  
“Umphrey’s has shed the few growing pains they had in the early 2000s and are now 
able to produce high-quality, often transcendent shows on a consistent basis.”  
       - Consequence of Sound 
   
"...prepare to feel like the wind-blown guy in the Maxell tape commercials."  
       - The Washington Examiner 
  
 


